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Bernardo Bertolucci's 1970 film, *The Conformist*, is based on Alberto Moravia's novel about a young man, Marcello, in pre-war Italy, who volunteers his services to the Fascists, not out of ideology, but to blend in, disguising his perverse sadomasochistic tendencies by expressing them through a perverse cultural norm. Bertolucci has changed the focus of Moravia's plot by presenting most of the story through Marcello’s reminiscences as he is driven towards the film's central scene, a particularly violent assassination. Marcello has helped set up the assassination of his former teacher, Luca Quadri, but now he is chasing after Quadri's car with the vague hope of saving Quadri's wife, Anna, who has unexpectedly joined him on the death trip. The car and Marcello's memories converge on the assassination, making it the intense focal point of the film.

Marcello's reminiscences are presented with the subtle distortions of subjective memory. Through them we share some of Marcello's own confusion about his motives. We see that he harbours anger towards his psychotic father and drug-addicted mother. We also learn that as a child he was the victim of an attempted seduction at the hands of a young man, Lino, and ended up shooting his seducer, leaving him for dead. He marries a woman he does not love and falls in love with a woman he hardly knows. In its subjectivity and uncertainty the film is similar to an analytic hour. If we approach it that way, we can see that hidden in this scene of an abused and tortured man is another story of a child and a primal scene fantasy. It is as if we could reconstruct an early screen memory that adds meaning to the current surface.

One clue to the unconscious in an analytic hour is the presence of repetitions. The *Conformist* can easily be seen to have continual repetitions of primal scene imagery. Imagery relating to a child witnessing parental intercourse. Throughout the film, each scene contains some obvious elements of the primal scene while other elements are disguised or missing. As viewers, we never experience the primal scene directly, but are continually teased with fragmented primal scene imagery.

For instance, as the film opens Marcello receives a phone call in bed. He prepares to leave, taking a pistol, and covers his sleeping wife's exposed back and buttocks. Here we have important static visual elements of the primal scene—a man and woman in bed, the woman's exposed body, and the symbolic suggestion of the phallus. A few scenes later, Marcello parts a curtain in a government office to see a man beginning to make love.
over a desktop to a sexually provocative woman. Now, the bed is disguised as a desktop and the nakedness as sexually provocative clothing while the sexual act and the voyeurism are explicit. The child is represented by the adult Marcello, but the visual distortion of this memory sequence makes him look smaller than the figures he is observing. In what will become a pattern, the two scenes contain separated elements of a single image, leaving it to the viewer to bring them together to construct his own preconscious gestalt, blending personal experience and needs with the film's suggestive imagery.

Adjoining scenes add resonance with images of sexual voyeurism. Marcello stares from a darkened radio booth at three attractive singers, describes his sexual embraces with his fiancée, Giulia, to his blind friend, Italo, and has his petting with Giulia interrupted first by her maid and then by her mother. The last of these scenes takes place in Giulia's sitting room but the light and dark lines of light from the blinds blending with the black and white stripes on Giulia's dress could suggest a view through the slats of a crib.

There are also scenes, scattered throughout the film, that are linked by their repetitive focus on certain visual details. When Marcello peers at the couple through the curtain, the first thing we see is the woman's leg swinging over the side of the desk. In the same scene, the man seems not to see Marcello, but the woman turns to smile back at him. In the course of the film, the camera will focus several times on dangling bare legs and backward stances. There are also reprints of the opening scene, for example when Marcello, visiting his mother in her bedroom, attempts to cover her partial nakedness and when Lino, the seducer, holding a pistol, undresses while the young Marcello lies on a bed beside him.

In an analytic hour, the repetition of detail can be interpreted as pointing to the presence of an unconscious screen memory (Arlow, 1980, "The revenge motive in the primal scene"). The child's speaking, screaming in terror, as she runs to Marcello's car. Anna presses her face against the rear seat window implicitly begging for him to save her. Marcello does nothing. Anna runs on, the assassins in pursuit. They finally shoot her. She falls to the snow, her face covered with blood.

The scene changes. Several years have passed and Mussolini's government has just been toppled. Marcello says good night to his 3- or 4-year-old daughter after leading her in her prayers. He gets a call from his friend, Italo, and prepares to go out to meet him. His wife begs him not to leave (just as Anna had begged Quadri not to leave the car) because there is rioting and danger in the streets in the wake of Mussolini's fall (another assassinated father). Marcello goes out over her objections (as Quadri had). As he leaves, the lights begin to go off and on. The little girl cries out, 'Mommy, where are you? I'm afraid!'

Occasionally, two scenes can be taken as separate aspects of a single fantasy. The little girl in bed, the parents arguing in the other room, the hint of external danger, and the girl's fright are more mundane elements of the primal scene close to the experience of every viewer. The assassination appears to be far from the bed and themes of childhood, but it conveys the raw emotion and violent imagery that we might associate with the primal scene revenge fantasy. Influenced by the repetitive primal scene imagery that has come before, we can construct the following: a child lies in his bed or crib, perhaps with a nurse nearby (Manganello), watching his parents in bed, or imagining them together in the next room. He weaves a fantasy of revenge. The parents are interrupted and father leaves, possibly to check on the supposedly sleeping child (the slumped over driver). This imagery has been suggested in the opening scene when Marcello leaves his bed to go out. The father is viciously murdered and the mother sadistically abused and killed in a more violent version of the primal scene while the child watches, frozen by the scene and his own ambivalence.

Moravia's novel (1951, The Conformist. New York: Farrar, Straus and Young, trans. A. Davidson) contains a primal scene experience with violent overtones that Bertolucci has chosen not to include in the film. Instead, he has, with what I assume to be unconscious artistry, imparted a sense of an unconscious primal scene memory and fantasy that can enrich our experience in a unique way. The success of this unverbal dimension will depend upon the ability and need of each viewer preconsciously to reconstruct a scene from its fragmented elements. When it works, it adds depth to the presentation of the film's major political and dynamic themes.
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